CH801 Week 12
Life after Graduate School:

Instructor’s Outline:

Student power point presentation of “Life after Graduate School: the Economics”
The presentation will include a discussion about the options after graduate school. It will also include discussion about job salaries and job searching tips and statistics.

Break

Panel Discussion from faculty, post-docs, past graduate students from field of academia, industry and other career choices.

Example Questions for Panel discussion:

1. What skills did you acquire as a graduate student that have been particularly useful in your current position?

2. What skills did you not acquire as a graduate student that you had to learn in your current position?

3. Does getting a Ph.D. in a specialized field limit you to that area of research in the future?

4. How are you able to find balance between your job and your personal life, i.e. children if applicable?

5. Was doing post-doctoral studies required for your current position?

6. How much different must my post-doctoral studies be from my graduate-level studies?

Reading Assignment

Read chapters 12 &13 in Graduate Research-A Guide for Students in the Sciences